We at Abenteuer have long advocated, and are committed to, community development. Several weeks ago, while reviewing projects during our weekly luncheon, we were reminded that social responsibility is to the entire community - which also includes our animal orphans.

A call to the SPCA led our team to develop "Wiggle Waggle Wednesday", where we donate a Wednesday afternoon, food, blankets, collars, leashes and lots of extra-special TLC. We were awed by the work and dedication of the SPCA staff, who, operating with a limited budget, keep the premises clean, well-maintained and take very good care of their Angels with Tails.

It was a rewarding afternoon, and, one could say, our time with the SPCA has become one of our "pet" projects!

AGGI'S FAVOURITE CAT

WE'RE SOO CUTE!

PICK ME! PICK ME!

HAVE YOU SEEN MY MUMMY?
NINA, BB & AGGI

RIANA & PUPPY

Do you have a Forever Home?

A BIG THANK YOU TO THE CARING AND DEDICATED SWAKOPMUND SPCA TEAM!!!